Personalized search has been a hot research topic for many years and has been widely used in e-commerce. This paper describes our solution to tackle the challenge of personalized e-commerce search at CIKM Cup 2016. The goal of this competition is to predict search relevance and rerank the result items in SERP according to the personalized search, browsing and purchasing preferences. Based on a detailed analysis of the provided data, we extract three different types of features, i.e., statistic features, query-item features and session features. Different models are used on these features, including logistic regression, gradient boosted decision trees, rank svm and a novel deep match model. With the blending of multiple models, a stacking ensemble model is built to integrate the output of individual models and produce a more accurate prediction result. Based on these efforts, our solution won the champion of the competition on all the evaluation metrics.
INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of internet and various online e-commerce services, more and more people use e-commerce search engines. However, the huge amounts of information makes it hard to provide users the desired search results. Therefore, it is of great importance to understand the users' actual intentions and show the most preferred information to them.
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At this challenge
1 of CIKM Cup 2016, the DIGINET-ICA company 2 provides a dataset for academic and industry researchers to test out new ideas on the personalized e-commerce search. The dataset contains a large amount of anonymized search and browsing logs, product metadata and anonymized transaction history. The goal of this challenge is to predict search relevance of products according to users' personalized search, browsing and purchasing preferences. In the search challenge, both the "query-full" (search engine result pages returned in response to a query) and "query-less" (search engine result pages in response to the user click on some product category) scenarios are considered. The final evaluation performance is a weighted sum of results on "query-full" and "query-less" scenarios.
This paper describes our solution at the competition. We formulate the task as a ranking problem and adopt the learning to rank approach. A simple flowchart of our solution is shown in Fig. 1 . Feature engineering is one of the most critical factors for data mining problem. To better cover the key information in each query-item pair, we extracted the features from three different levels based on a preliminary analysis on the dataset, i.e., statistic features, query-item features and online session features. Then we carefully selected a series of learning to rank models and a deep match model with respect to the extracted features, which consists of our single model-based methods in the first layer. Finally, with the predicted model scores as input, we design a stacking ensemble method in the top layer to combine different models and obtain the final prediction.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews the data set. Section 3 formulates the problem, and section 4 describes our feature engineering efforts. Section 5 presents the model framework. The results is shown in section 6, followed by the conclusion in section 7. There are six data files in total provided for the competition. The first one is train-queries.csv, which contains all the users' search logs from Jan 1st, 2016 to June 1st, 2016. Each query log contains the corresponding search tokens (or search category for query-less scenario), session id, user id, event date, presented products, session time frame, etc. Another three files records the user's click logs, browse logs and purchase records with time stamp. The last two files contain the product metadata, such as product category, description and price. The basic statistics of the dataset are shown in Table 1 . Table 2 shows the user statistics of the dataset. We can see that there exist large amounts of anonymous users in our dataset (even larger than the real users with user ID). Moreover, for the real users, the user overlap between train and test queries is rather small, which brings more difficulty to the personalized search challenge.
DATASET OVERVIEW

RELATED WORK
We formulate this task as a learning to rank problem. We build models for each scenario (e.g., logistic regression) and utilize the ensemble of various models to further improve performance. We also introduce the deep learning model to find some implicit features. More specifically, in the query full scenario, we take the rank problem as learning to match, where we treat user query as subject and items in SERP as objects. Besides the important independent features of item and query, we also model the interaction between the subject and object. The interaction could be formed in two aspects, one is feature, .e.g., the cross features between query tokens and item tokens, and the other is model, using semantic model to represent. These two methods could been combined into the final model.
As for the query less scenario, since the query is missing, and only category is provided, it's hard to find the proper subject to form the matching approach. With some data analysis, we found it is very useful to model the shortterm interests of users. In this competition the short-term interesting could be extracted from session, e.g., revisiting items [5] .
Learning to rank
Learning to rank has been a hot research direction in information retrieval for many years and the techniques have been widely used in the practical web search and e-commerce search applications. Depending on the generation of training samples, there are roughly three kinds of learning to rank approaches: pointwise approach, pairwise approach and listwise approach. The pointwise approach focuses on predicting the exact relevance degree of a single instance to a query, and the score of relevance degree is then used to rank the instances. Typical pointwise approaches include Pranking [6] , Large Margin Ranking [14] and Constraint Ordinal Regression [4] . The pairwise approach considers the relative relevance degree among different instances in terms of the same query, and use a pair of instances to act as a training sample. A large amount of research work has been proposed in this field, ranging from Ranking SVM [10] , RankBoost [8] to RankNet [1] . The third listwise approach directly optimizes over the whole instance list under a query. Typical listwise approaches includes LambdaRank [11] , ListNet [3] and LambdaMART [2] . The LambdaMART model performs well in the web search ranking scenario and is the winner solution of the famous Yahoo Learning to Ranking Challenge. In our solution, we mainly adopt the first two types of learning to rank approaches.
Ensemble learning
The ensemble learning method has been a popular method in many real-world applications. The basic idea of ensemble learning is to combine a set of weak learners to construct a strong learner. An overview of various ensemble methods can be found in [7] . Bagging and boosting are two most famous types of ensemble mechanisms, and some popular ensemble methods include Adaboost [12] , which is used mainly for classification, and GBDT [9] , which performs well in both regression and classification tasks. In our framework, we adopt LR, RankSVM, DMM as sub-learner and use GBDT as meta-learner.
Stacked generalization [15] is a way of combining multiple models, which introduces the concept of a meta learner. Although an attractive idea, it is less widely used than bagging and boosting. Unlike bagging and boosting, stacking is normally used to combine models of different types.
FEATURE EXTRACTION
Feature engineering is a very important task for machine learning applications. In this task, we have designed a set of comprehensive features from different levels. Given a queryitem pair, we extract a set of features based on the provided search and browsing logs, query and product metadata, as well as anonymized transaction data.
Statistic Features
global statistic features
In the e-commerce search scenario, products' historical click/sale conditions are quite important. The first type of features are generated by counting the basic statistical information of each presented product, from the users' overall search and browsing logs, as well as the transaction data. The main statistic features are listed as below,
• the total show count, click count, view count and purchase count of each product
• the total distinct user count of the four types of behaviors on each product
• the click-through rate (ctr ), view rate and click value rate (cvr ) of each product
• the word length of each product
• the percent rank of the presented product's position
Since the price feature acts poorly as a single statistic feature, we use it combined with some other absolute product statistic features, given as below: product price f eat(A) = #product behavior(A) price + 1
where A can be click behavior, browse behavior or purchase behavior, respectively. Actually, this kind of price feature represents the cost performance ratio of the typical product.
Time-based statistic features
The popularity of products in e-commerce website changes with time, and the typical user interest also drifts. Therefore, we also devise a set of local statistic features by splitting the whole time space into multiple sessions with equal interval, and counting the product statistics in each session separately. After this, for each product statistic v (e.g. click count, ctr ), we can extract a set of corresponding local statistic features x local v = {xv,1, xv,2, ..., xv,L}, where x v,l indicates the value of the local product statistic v in the l-th time session. For the length of each time session, we make a choices of a week interval, half-month interval, month interval and two-month interval.
Query-Item Features
Category-based token features
Some semantic words in the product descriptions can also catch users' attention (e.g., "promotion", "discount"), by locating on this kind of words can also bring some benefit to the prediction performance. Besides, for different product categories, the corresponding "click-most" words may differ. Therefore, for each product i, we design a kind of categorybased binary token features x cate tok = {x
where x c t = 1, if word t exists in the product description and the product category is c, otherwise x c t = 0. Through simple feature selection mechanism, we can capture the "click-most" words for each category.
Cross token features
The semantic relevance between the query and product is quite significant in the query-full scenario of e-commerce search, and it can be captured by measuring the co-occurrence of the query tokens and product descriptions. The typical BM25 [13] works well in the practical search engines. However, in our scenario, there exists little word overlap between query and product descriptions (about 1.8%), which makes the BM25 not applicable. Therefore, we extract two kinds of cross-product word features between each query-product pair to measure the corresponding semantic relevance.
• Word level: for the first cross-product feature, we directly generate a binary cartesian product between the single words of query and product description. Specifically, for each query and product pair (q, p), we extract a binary word-word feature vector over all the word pairs between the query and product. In this way, even when the query words and product words don't overlap with each other and there exists no exact match between them, we can still predict their semantic relevance by identifying some frequently co-occurred word pairs between query and product description.
• Vector level: since the word overlap is small, we further adopt a word embedding method to represent the query words and product words in a shared semantic space, by leveraging a deep match model (introduced in the next subsection). In this way, each word or text description can be represented as a vector and matched in the same vector space.
Session features
Repeated pattern is a common phenomenon for users' online behaviors, especially for the repeated consumption pattern that users may view/click the same product again and again during the same query session. This phenomenon is also frequently occurred in our dataset and more than 20% clicks (in the last query) in the same session are repeated clicks. Therefore, we further design two kinds of session features to embed this typical repeated phenomenon.
• For each query-product pair, we extract some binary session feature as whether or not the product has been clicked or viewed or purchased in the same session before.
• To better enhance the importance of the historically clicked/viewed/purchased products in each session, we further add a constant session bias to all these products in the same session when predicting.
MODEL FRAMEWORK
Model Selection
We compare the performance of several models, including Gradient Boosted Decision Tree (GBDT), Logistic Regression (LR), Deep Neural Network (DNN), and RankSVM. A comparative table of all approaches are shown in result section, from which we can observe that LR with compound feature and DNN with vector features outperforms the other models. Logistic regression model is simple and much easier to tuning with different features. Deep learning could simplify feature engineering and automatically learn feature representations.
In query full scenario, at first, we want to use probabilistic model e.g. BM25 to find the matching score between query and item, but with the experiments, we found the overlap between query token and item token is very limited, so we decide to search for another way to represent the query and item to make them compared. Word2vec is a good way to represent the query and item, but with unsupervised learning, the feedback information (e.g., click or pay action) is missing, so we adopted a supervised deep match model that is shown in Fig. 2 . With the feedback information, pairwise learning is used to train this model.
Ensemble Modeling
A popular way for improving performance of machine learning task is to train various models and make ensembles. However, it is usually time consuming to find an optimal way to ensemble. we use a simple but turns out to be efficient way to ensemble with stacking method, from the training data we train several models e.g. LR, RankSVM, DNN and GBDT for each scenario.
In query full scenario, we use LR to represent relevance and DNN to represent semantic in second layer, and use GBDT as meta learner at top layer, It shows that the simple approach greatly improves the accuracy of the prediction.
In query less scenario, the same ensemble framework is used. In addition, we do a little change in the second layer and add a extra layer, we add a model selector in second layer, the selector is used to get the model with the highest nDCG in validation set of a specific category, and logistic regression is used to train the sub-learner which used by model selector in the third layer.
Due to time limits we did not spend more effort on the model ensemble and the result implies that there are still opportunities to make improvements.
Query Full
Three models are been used in this scenario, RankSVM with aggregative feature, DNN with token feature, LR with cross query-item feature, and GBDT is used as meta learner, the framework is shown in Fig. 3 .
Query Less
In query less scenario, we adopted RankSVM, TreeLink, lots of LR models, and a LR Model selector, the framework is shown in Fig. 4 . Since each SERP is associated with a specific category, a raw concept is to build model for each category.
With data analyzing, we found the data distribution is vary in category, some categories may not have enough data for training, so we change to another way, a bagging-like method, we build several LR models with same feature slot but different combination methods. The goal of this method is to promote NGCG, so we calculate category NDCG for each LR model in the test set, then use the simple strategy Figure 4 : the framework of query less. 
RESULTS
The popular ranking metric NDCG is used to evaluate the final results. The query-full and query-less queries are evaluated separately. The final NDCG score is a weighted sum of the query-full NDCG and query-less NDCG as:
where N DCG l and N DCG f are the NDCG score for queryless and query-full queries, respectively. Table 3 shows the results of different models in our solution on the validation board. Note that due to the storage limit, the token features are not used in our Ranking SVM and GBDT models. We can see that: (1) by only leveraging query words and product description words, our deep match model (DMM) can obtain a relatively good NDCG score (0.5077) on the query-full set, which shows the effectiveness of this method on capturing the correlation between the semantic words of query and product 3 . (2) the LR model performs the best among all the single model-based methods, demonstrating its ability to combine many different kinds of features, e.g. one-level statistic features and two-level cross-product features. (3) the best result is obtained with the ensemble methods, which may be due to that different models can complement each other in the final decision.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we describe our solution for the CIKM Cup 2016 Personalized Search Challenge at which we took the first place. The solution has three primary components: data construction, feature engineering, and ensemble modeling. Due to limited time, there are still some possible meth-ods that have not been fully explored. e.g., recommender system is also a promising approach to this competition, and other ensemble methods could also be worth trying.
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